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Aims and accomplishments of GTTN Phase I

Overview
•
•
•
•

Background
Objectives
Steps in developing GTTN
Challenges

Background
•

Bioversity International, one of 15 CGIAR global research for
development organisations, focuses on conservation and
sustainable use of agricultural and forest genetic diversity for the
benefit of current and future generations

•

Approached in 2010 by Bernd Degen (Thünen Institute)
–
–

•

develop a project to coordinate research on timber tracking
technologies, and
build a global database consisting of available fit-for-purpose data.

Bioversity initiated the project “Identification of Timber
Species and Origins” in 2012 with funding from Germany,
represented by the Federal Ministry of Food, Agriculture (and
Consumer Protection).

Objectives of the project
•

Coordinate and facilitate research on tools to identify
endangered timber species and to identify geographic origin of
timber.

•

Facilitate information exchange, comparability and networking
among research projects, research groups and implementing
institutes, especially promoting synergies and complementary
work between methods using gene-markers and stable isotopes.

•

Organise and establish voluntary international standards, inter
alia for sampling, extraction, testing and documentation.

•

Organise and setup an international open access database to
trace timber origin.

Steps
•

Hired Dr Marius Ekué to coordinate the project based in our Malaysia
office, and develop the Global Timber Tracking Network (GTTN)

•

Established Steering Committee to represent different regions
(continents), types of expertise (genetics, isotopes, wood anatomy),
science and policy realms

•

Contacted regional experts and organised regional workshops to gauge
interest, list priority species, and develop networks of experts.

•

Developed and regularly updated the GTTN website with news, reports from
workshops, information about related projects, resources

•

Developed and released newsletters on line and in printed form as well as
brochures, poster and other communications materials

•

Developed database structure and populated with test data

•

Developed and printed GTTN Standards and Guidelines for identification of
timber species and geographic origin

International & multi-stakeholders Steering
Committee
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•
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•
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workshops, information about related projects, resources
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•
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•
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Steps
•

Hired Dr Marius Ekue to coordinate the project based in our Malaysia office,
and develop the Global Timber Tracking Network (GTTN)

•

Organised steering committee to represent different regions (continents),
types of expertise (genetics, isotopes, wood anatomy), science and policy
realms

•

Contacted regional experts and organised regional workshops to gauge
interest, list priority species, and develop networks of experts.

•

Developed and regularly updated the GTTN website with news, reports
from workshops, information about related projects, resources

•

Developed and released newsletters on line and in printed form as well as
brochures, poster and other communications materials

•

Developed database structure and populated with test data

•

Developed and printed GTTN Standards and Guidelines for identification of
timber species and geographic origin

Working groups
4 Working Groups
•Genetics
•Stable isotopes
•Wood anatomy
•Policy and advocacy

Online registration

GTTN website usage – Google analytics

8,966 visits by 5,071 users from 143 countries; 26,389 pageviews by Oct. 2015
www.globaltimbertrackingnetwork.org
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types of expertise (genetics, isotopes, wood anatomy), science and policy
realms
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Contacted regional experts and organised regional workshops to gauge
interest, list priority species, and develop networks of experts.

•

Developed and regularly updated the GTTN website with news, reports from
workshops, information about related projects, resources
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Developed and released newsletters on line and in printed form as well
as brochures, poster and other communications materials

•

Developed database structure and populated with test data

•

Developed and printed GTTN Standards and Guidelines for identification of
timber species and geographic origin
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Client Interface: http://staging.treeinformatics.net
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Challenges
•

Database uncertainties – no budget in project. How much protection
needed? What markers to include? Non-availability of open Access
data. How would data providers be compensated? Who would
eventually maintain the database? Everyone was too busy to provide
the necessary and requested feedback to assist in the development.
Continual changes in thinking about the database.

•

Large steering committee with little real power: one third responsive
and helpful, one third quick to criticise without offering help, and the last
third absent. Recommendation – limit next steering committee to helpful
few and give them real responsibility.

•

Avoiding perceptions of conflicts of interest and ensuring third
party, objective testing of all results to ensure that it will stand up to
legal challenges.

•

Regional participants could not have a real voice in the network.
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